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The Federal Business Strategy
Success in the federal Il' market depends on the development of an effective federal business strategy. To be
effective, a federal business strategy should be divided into two equal and complementary sub-strategies: an end-user
strategy and a chairnel strategy. The implementation of each sub-strategy should accomplish one of two essential
objectives. lbe end-user strategy should create demand among government end-users. The channel strategy should
make the most effective use of available govemment sales channels. Obviously, both objectives are essential and
cornplementary. Creating government demand ensures that govemnment end-users want to purchase your company's
products or services. Making the most effective use of government sales chaninels ensures that ail those that wish
to buy your products or services van easily do so. The end-user and channel sub-strategies should be closely
coordinated. The two strategies should be implemented simultaneously and information collected as a resuit of one
strategy should be used to evaluate and fine tune the other. If the two strategies are closely integrated, the overall
effectiveness of your federal business strategy will be significantly improved.

Elements for Success

Building an effective federal business strategy depends on three general elements: resources, patience, and
information.
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